I. Sentence Completion (100%)
Choose the best answer to fill in each blank in each sentence. (2 points for each question)

1. I will graduate in June. By the time I see you in July, I ________.
   (A) have graduated  (B) had graduated  (C) am graduating  (D) will have graduated

2. That book on political parties ________ interesting.
   (A) is  (B) are (C) has been (D) have been

3. The average person ________ 21,600 times a day.
   (A) breath  (B) is breathing  (C) breathes  (D) has breathed

4. While I ________ down the street, it began to rain.
   (A) walked  (B) was walking  (C) have walked  (D) will walk.

5. At this same time tomorrow, I ________ in class.
   (A) am sitting  (B) sit  (C) will be sitting  (D) have been sitting

6. I ________ for two hours every night.
   (A) study  (B) am studying  (C) have studied  (D) will study

7. John ________ right now.
   (A) slept  (B) has slept  (C) is sleeping  (D) has been sleeping

8. The man ________ excited while he ________ at the picture.
   (A) looks, is looking  (B) is looking, is looking  (C) looks, looks  (D) is looking, looks

9. Tom ________ his hand.
   (A) rises  (B) rose  (C) raised  (D) rice

10. Rita ________ under a tree when it began to rain.
    (A) is standing  (B) stands  (C) has stood  (D) stood

11. I ________ always ________ up Mary’s dirty socks! Who does she think I am?
    (A) will, pick  (B) am, picking  (C) have, picked  (D) can, pick

12. Mary ________ him for many years.
    (A) is known  (B) will know  (C) is knowing  (D) has known

13. John ________ here since seven o’clock, and he will sit there until his father comes.
    (A) has been sitting  (B) sits  (C) sat  (D) will sit

14. Sam ________ by the time Ann got there.
    (A) has left  (B) leaves  (C) had left  (D) will have left

15. The girl ________ to her father because she was afraid of being punished.
    (A) lab  (B) laid  (C) lay  (D) lied

16. My wife ________ Dr. North next Tuesday.
    (A) is seeing  (B) sees  (C) saw  (D) has seen

17. John’s plane ________ at 6:05 P.M. next Monday.
    (A) is arriving  (B) arrives  (C) has arrived  (D) had arrived

18. The girl is ________ on her bed.
    (A) laying  (B) laid  (C) lie  (D) lying

19. I ________ on an airplane many times.
    (A) have flown  (B) have flowed  (C) have fought  (D) fried

20. The chef ________ the sauce now. It ________ too salty.
    (A) tastes, tastes  (B) tastes, is tasking  (C) is tasting, is tasting  (D) is tasting, tastes

21. The letter should ________ last week.
    (A) send  (B) be sent  (C) have sent  (D) have been sent

22. We talked about ________ to the meeting.
    (A) don’t go  (B) doing not go  (C) not going  (D) not to go

23. The teacher demands that we ________ on time.
    (A) are  (B) is  (C) am  (D) be

24. I thanked the woman ________ helped me.
    (A) who  (B) whose  (C) how  (D) when
25. I am used to ________ in big cities.
   (A) live  
   (B) living
   (C) lived  
   (D) be living

26. ________ he said was interesting.
   (A) Who  
   (B) That
   (C) What
   (D) Which

27. Sue is in charge of ________ the meeting.
   (A) organizing  
   (B) organize
   (C) to organize
   (D) organized

28. Sam forgot ________ the door.
   It is still open now.
   (A) lock  
   (B) locking
   (C) to lock  
   (D) locked

29. I went to the store for ________.
   (A) buying some bread
   (B) to buy some bread
   (C) buy some bread
   (D) some bread

30. Rice is grown ________ India.
   (A) in  
   (B) from
   (C) by
   (D) at

31. Judy always remembers ________ the doctor.
   (A) see  
   (B) seeing
   (C) to see
   (D) saw

32. The driver was ordered ________.
   (A) stop
   (B) stopping
   (C) to stop
   (D) stopped

33. I’ll never forget ________ the Alps for the first time.
   (A) see
   (B) seeing
   (C) to see
   (D) saw

34. It is important that they ________ the truth.
   (A) are told
   (B) be told
   (C) are telling
   (D) was told

35. I was surprised ________ Tim here.
   (A) at seeing
   (B) seeing
   (C) for seeing
   (D) to see

36. I had a hard time ________ his house.
   (A) find
   (B) to find
   (C) found
   (D) finding

37. I am ________ to lift that box.
   (A) strong enough
   (B) enough strong
   (C) to strong
   (D) for strong

38. Life on the Mississippi was written ________ Mark Twain.
   (A) in
   (B) to
   (C) about
   (D) by

39. They expect Mary ________ the test.
   (A) pass
   (B) passing
   (C) to pass
   (D) passed

40. I insisted that he ________ me the money.
   (A) pay
   (B) paid
   (C) pays
   (D) paying

41. That box is too heavy for Bob to lift.
   This sentence means it is ________ for Bob to lift the box.
   (A) possible
   (B) impossible
   (C) not sure
   (D) none above

42. The door is ________.
   (A) locked
   (B) locking
   (C) lock
   (D) locker

43. The rain seems to ________ a hour ago.
   (A) stop
   (B) stopping
   (C) have stopped
   (D) having stopped

44. When I walked into my office, I found ________ George my telephone.
   (A) using
   (B) use
   (C) to use
   (D) used

45. I appreciate ________ the opportunity to meet the king yesterday.
   (A) having had
   (B) had
   (C) have
   (D) to have

46. The ________ news surprised everyone.
   (A) broken
   (B) break
   (C) breaking
   (D) broke

47. I didn’t expect ________ his party.
   (A) being invited
   (B) be invited
   (C) to be invited
   (D) invited

48. Sam spends most of his time ________.
   (A) study
   (B) to study
   (C) studying
   (D) studied

49. I appreciated ________ to your home.
   (A) being invited
   (B) to be invited
   (C) invite
   (D) inviting

50. Our house was built ________ 1980.
   (A) about
   (B) in
   (C) to
   (D) for